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INTRODUCTION

The harvest of the Great Lakes primary forest stands (ca. 1860–1925) transformed the region’s ecological, cultural, and political landscapes. Although logging affected both Indian and white communities, the Ojibwe experienced the lumber era in ways that differed from many of their white neighbors. Throughout the Great Lakes region, speculators and timber barons harvested off-reservation forests as quickly as markets and technology would allow, and the story of the devastation wrought by these practices has been well told.¹

On reservation lands, however, officials intended forests to be protected from the worst practices of the lumber era. Reservation forestry was developed in part as a corrective response to the lumber era’s excesses. Indian Office foresters were expected to manage tribal forests for Indians’ long-term benefit, providing income through stumpage payments, ensuring steady employment in logging and processing, and protecting a resource base for future generations. Tribal trust doctrine had established a fiduciary relationship between the United States and Indian nations. Consistent with this doctrine, the Indian
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Office was thus expected to protect reservation stands from the widespread trespass, destruction, and theft that were occurring across Indian country. Yet by 1930 only a small fraction of reservation forest stands remained.2

When the 125,000-acre Bad River Reservation was established in 1854, it contained some of the most productive forests in the Great Lakes region, making it an ideal case study to examine the forest history of lands administered by the Indian Agency. This reservation, along with other Ojibwe reservations in the area that became Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Michigan, was managed by the La Pointe Agency, now the Great Lakes Agency (fig. 1).3

This article uses the forest history of the Bad River Reservation to investigate why the agency failed to protect forest resources for the long-term benefit of tribal members, as directed by Indian Agency forest policy. We argue that forest conservation failed for four reasons: 1) upheaval of the traditional Ojibwe economy and transformation into a timber-dependent economy; 2) ineffective supervision of reservation agents by senior officials in Washington, D.C.; 3) collusion and graft fostered by an institutional structure that encouraged close relationships between the Indian Office and the designated timber contractor; and 4) Indian Agency beliefs that the forest-adapted Ojibwe culture should be changed into one modeled on

![Figure 1. Great Lakes Ojibwe ceded territory and reservations. Map dates indicate relevant treaties. Note: Ceded territory and tribal reservation boundaries are representations and may not be the actual legal binding boundary. Map Credit: Esteban Chiriboga, Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission (GLIFWC).](image-url)
white, settled agriculture. Although the Indian Agency expected foresters to conserve forests, foresters were also expected to implement practices that would transform reservation forests into farmlands. Harvesting forests would promote assimilation by encouraging Indians to farm and providing them with the capital to do so. These twin goals—conserving forests for the future and cutting forests to hasten assimilation—conflicted with each other, and the result was disastrous for both the reservation forest and economy.

Significance of Forests to Traditional Ojibwe Culture and Economy

The Ojibwe initially inhabited the region near the Atlantic Ocean, probably at the mouth of the St. Lawrence River. In the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century, the tribe migrated westward and settled around Lake Huron, then settled along the southern shore of Lake Superior. By the 1670s, Ojibwe bands developed settlements around Chequamegon Bay, pushed there in search of sanctuary from Iroquois and Sioux war parties and drawn by the rich forest, riparian, and aquatic resources, and later by the fur trade.4

When European fur traders arrived in the mid-seventeenth century, forests functioned as a cornerstone of the Ojibwe diet and economy. Women gathered a wide variety of understory plants for food, medicine, and cultural practices, and planted small gardens (giliganing), growing squash, corn, yams, and beans. Men hunted during the spring and summer at the forest edge, where understory vegetation attracted game. In the late fall, families migrated south in pursuit of white-tailed deer and elk that wintered in the forest interior. The break of winter brought on the flow of sugar maple (Acer saccharum) sap. Tribal members collected the sap from sugar bushes and then boiled it into syrup, as Eliza Morrison, a deceased Bad River Band member, recalled in her autobiography, “There is one thing we always had, that is maple sugar. We had everything ready by the first run of the sap. We went on in the old Indian way of tapping maple trees.”5

Forest resources also contributed to Ojibwe material culture. Women collected bark from white birches (Betula papyrifera) to make dishes and pails, and used boiled basswood (Tilia spp.) and cedar (Thuja spp.) bark to make cord. Young saplings and brush species were sturdy yet flexible, so they could withstand bending into an arc and thus served as the skeleton of wigwam houses, while cedar boughs were spread on the ground to provide a floor. In some instances, the creation of a household item drew upon knowledge of several species. For example, a pail was frequently constructed with the bark of a white birch, sewn together with basswood cord, and sealed with pitch from pine (Pinus spp.) or tamarack (Larix laricina). Birch bark was used to make canoes, which were vital for the collection of wild rice in wetlands and for transportation in a place where waterways functioned as highways.6

US-Chippewa Treaty History Sets the Stage for Forest Clearance

Driven by pressure to open forest and mineral resources for white development, the United States negotiated cessions of natural resources and land
through treaties with the Great Lakes Ojibwe, beginning with the 1837 Treaty with the Chippewa (also called the Treaty of St. Peters and the Lumberman's Treaty [7 Stat. 528]). The 1837 treaty was negotiated in response to lumbermen's desires for the valuable pine stands of central Wisconsin and Minnesota. Ojibwe bands ceded the white pine (Pinus strobus L.) and red pine (P. resinosa) stands that grew in the headwaters of the Chippewa, Flambeau, Namekagon/St. Croix, Black, and Yellow rivers in exchange for annuities of cash and goods and the right to continue hunting, fishing, and gathering food and other materials in the ceded territory. Ethnohistorian Charles Cleland argues that the Ojibwe understood the 1837 treaty as a cession of timber only; they believed they retained the right to use hunting and fishing grounds and thus strenuously voiced their need to maintain access to these resources in their negotiations with Governor Henry Dodge and Commission Secretary Van Antwerp.7

In 1850, President Zachary Taylor revoked hunting, gathering, and fishing on the ceded territories of the Great Lakes and Mississippi Ojibwe, concluding that the bands had to "remove to their unceded lands." Although the bands had understood that they had ceded only the pine stumpage and mineral deposits, retaining access to the land, the United States understood the treaties to confer a transfer of land ownership and a temporary right to hunt, fish, and gather. For the Ojibwe, the costs of the disputed terms of agreement were heavy. In the years 1850 and 1851, bands were lured to Sandy Lake, Minnesota, to collect annuity payments. Some 5,500 people suffered exposure to bitter winter conditions and starvation, and several hundred people died.8

Several years later, the Treaty with the Chippewa of 1854 (La Pointe Treaty of [10 Stats., 1109]) negotiated the cession of Ojibwe territory in northeastern Minnesota, reinforced land cessions in Wisconsin by settling emergent disputes of the 1837 and 1842 treaties, and established nine Ojibwe reservations from a small portion of this and previous land cessions, four of which lay in Wisconsin (Bad River, Lac du Flambeau, La Courte Oreilles, and Red Cliff). To administer the upper Great Lakes reservations, the La Pointe Agency was created.9 The Ojibwe perception of the 1854 treaty was mixed. The treaty benefited the tribe by finally guaranteeing a homeland within its former territory, rather than requiring westward removal, and thus offered some protection from enemy tribes. Yet more than twenty-two million acres of land were lost in the treaty, reducing the area available to each individual from 8.6 square miles to 0.11 square miles—a reduction of 98.7 percent.10

The federal government quickly began to promote logging on ceded lands. Government agents conducted public land surveys, informing lumbermen about the location of valuable timber stands.11 Soon one of the most rapid timber booms in the world was underway. In just twenty-five years, from 1873 to 1898, lumbermen processed 66 billion board feet (bbf) of Wisconsin pine. By 1898, the twenty-seven northern Wisconsin counties contained just 13 percent of the original pine volume.12
TIMBER POLICIES OF THE GREAT LAKES RESERVATIONS:
OBJECTIVES FOR CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION

Because Bad River and other La Pointe Agency reservations had been created before the height of the Great Lakes lumber era (ca. 1898), reservation lands contained the last significant stands of primary forest in the region. For the Ojibwe, who had lost most of their land, the forest stands served as their primary source of livelihood. Yet for the region’s lumbermen, reservation forests represented a valuable prize: much of the remaining old growth. To Indian Agency foresters, allowing white-owned lumber companies to harvest reservation forests seemed to have the potential to bring money and jobs to the tribes, yet the legal status of reservation logging was uncertain.13

Before logging could get underway on Ojibwe reservations in the Lake States, key legal questions had to be resolved: did the timber belong to the Indians or the federal government? Who would control the rate and location of harvests, control the receipts from logging, enforce the contracts, and decide how much forest should be replanted and thus conserved for future generations?

The 1854 Treaty with the Chippewa laid the foundation to harvest the Great Lakes reservations by transforming communal tribal property into private property. Article 3 authorized a US government survey of the reservations and assignment of allotments to heads of Indian households. Because Congress anticipated that the allotments would eventually become farmsteads, the 1854 treaty aimed to convert primary forests in Indian country into a landscape of farms and woodlots. Timber could be legally harvested only on allotted parcels, not on the remaining unallotted parcels that lay within reservation boundaries.14

In United States v. Cook (1873), the US Supreme Court ruled that allottees had no right to the timber on their allotments unless it was harvested to develop a farmstead. If the timber was not cut for the purpose of developing a farm, the court argued that the cut was wasteful and unauthorized, and thus the harvest payment would revert to the US government. The General Allotment Act of 1887 ([24 Stat. 388], also known as the Dawes Severalty Act) further tightened harvest restrictions. Although the General Allotment Act divided Indian reservations into allotments of private property, thus facilitating forest harvest, the act forbade allottees from selling the live (green) timber. Indians could clear trees from an allotment to create a farmstead, but they could not sell the timber commercially. The Dead and Down Act of 1889 (25 Stat. 673) partially reversed the restrictive policy established by United States v. Cook and the General Allotment Act. This act allowed tribal members to sell dead and down timber, as long as they did not intentionally set fire to it. Although restrictions to selling green timber persisted, permitting sale only if cut to develop a farm, the act recognized the commercial property right of allottees to the dead and down timber on their allotments.15

These rulings all shared the assumption that farms were better than forests, and that economic development for tribes after annuities were exhausted depended on farming cutover land, rather than reforesting it. The
treaties of 1837, 1842, and 1854 had stipulated that annuities would be paid to the Great Lakes Ojibwe. To promote the transition to an agricultural economy, the government promised that the agency would also furnish the tribes with a blacksmith, a farming instructor, agricultural materials, and livestock.  

Indian Office officials were aware that cutover region farmsteads usually failed, and thus the vision of transforming migratory woodland Indians into settled, prosperous farmers was precarious at best. Planners, government officials, and foresters raised concerns about a number of impediments to settled agriculture in the region, including the short growing season, poor soils, and the scarcity of labor and capital; such factors have informed the various arguments that historians, geographers, and scientists subsequently developed to explain the widespread farm failure. Nonetheless, Indian agents argued that reservation farmsteads could succeed because of a unique advantage: the Indian Office could direct the transformation of forests into marketable stumpage and thus generate capital to finance farmsteads. If harvests could be carried out in a systematic, regulated way, Indian Agency leaders believed they might use the payments from logging to finance tribal farms, avoiding the farm failures from widespread undercapitalization. Logging revenue would fund the transition from an Indian economy dependent on annuities to one based on an exchange of goods and labor and thus integrated into the national economy. Receipts from timber on allotments would function as farm capital, which would be put to work with technical instruction and material support.

EARLY HISTORY OF LOGGING THE BAD RIVER RESERVATION
(1882–1893): SUCCESSES, FAILURES, AND LESSONS

One of the La Pointe Agency’s first tasks was to implement practices to realize Congress’ vision of orderly, well-planned harvests. Agency officials recognized the substantial economic value embodied by the forest stands at Bad River, as well as three other La Pointe reservations (Lac Courte Oreilles, Lac du Flambeau, and Fond du Lac). In 1882, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Hiram Price and the La Pointe Indian Agent William R. Durfee drafted legislation to authorize logging on the Ojibwe reservations. Known as the Durfee Plan, this legislation allowed allottees under La Pointe Agency jurisdiction to sell a portion of the green, standing timber on their allotments. For the first time, La Pointe Agency Indian residents could sell green timber in contrast to the restrictions imposed by the Cook Decision of 1873. The Durfee Plan allowed Indians in the La Pointe Agency to sell up to three-quarters of the timber on their allotments, reserving the other one-quarter for future needs, such as fuel wood and fences. Nearly 77 million board feet (mmbf) were sold from these four La Pointe reservations between 1882 and 1885 and were valued at more than $428,000. Most of the proceeds went to the tribes through Indian employment and stumpage payments.

Durfee tried to strike a balance between the existing strict regulation and opportunity for Indians to realize some economic benefit from their timber property. For the three years of his tenure, the plan did improve tribal members’ economic conditions while conserving one-quarter of the
allotted timber for future generations. Yet under the Durfee Plan, the Indian agent, not the tribal member holding the allotment, made the final harvest decisions. The Durfee Plan assumed that the Indian agent knew more about forestry than the tribe and was trustworthy. Yet agents often knew little about local forest conditions, and they were usually unaware of the many ways that the Ojibwe knew, used, and valued the forest. Without an honest agent who protected tribal interests, the policy was susceptible to an abuse of power, as the next La Pointe agent soon demonstrated.

In 1885, James T. Gregory, an employee of the Superior Lumber Company of Ashland, Wisconsin, replaced Durfee as the La Pointe agent. The rate of forest clearance at Bad River, Lac Courte Oreilles, Lac du Flambeau, and Fond du Lac soon rose by nearly 500 percent, on average. Whereas 77 mmbf had been cut during Durfee’s three-year tenure as La Pointe agent, more than 380 mmbf were harvested during the next three years. The harvests authorized by Gregory, which totaled nearly 40 percent of the estimated original timber volume of the four reservations (1 bbf), generated less than $400,000 in cash and $440,000 in merchandise for the bands.

In response to tribal members’ outcry over Gregory’s actions, the US Senate Select Committee on Indian Traders conducted an investigation. The committee found that the estimated 1 bbf of original (preharvest) timber should have generated at least two million dollars for the bands, securing the purchase of food and other necessities as annuities dwindled. Moreover, Gregory had allowed numerous irregularities. First, he had allowed loggers to harvest unallotted parcels, thereby leaving future allottees with parcels stripped of timber. Second, he had hired white rather than Indian loggers, ignoring policies stipulating that Indians should carry out the contracts. Third, he had allowed loggers to cut only the best trees within stands (a forbidden practice known as high-grading that reduced the value of future forests). Finally, Gregory had designed contracts that exposed the Indian allottee, rather than the contractor, to an undue risk of property loss from fire or other causes of damage. The Senate investigators concluded, “Law and regulation were alike set at defiance by Mr. Gregory. He seemed to have thought that his duty to someone—certainly not the Government nor the Indians—was to open the Indian reservations to rapacious lumbermen, to deprive the Indians of their timber under the flimsiest forms of contracts, and enrich the lumber contractors within the shortest possible period.”

Although the Senate investigators blamed Gregory for the local abuses, they also argued that systemic violations of power extended to the highest administrative levels in the Interior Department, including the late Commissioner of Indian Affairs J. D. C. Atkins and Secretary of the Interior William Vilas. Atkins and Vilas had failed to carry out their supervisory responsibilities, the Senators concluded: “Where, during all of this period of maladministration, were the Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Lamar, and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Mr. Atkins? The answer must be, so far as the committee can ascertain, that they were asleep.” The report also found that corruption may have guided the initial appointment of Gregory, noting that Secretary of Interior Vilas may have responded to pressures from John H. Knight,
Remote from the Ojibwe reservations, senior officials in the Indian Agency were beginning to spar with the Department of Agriculture's new agency, the US Forest Service, over forest management on tribal lands. Two issues were at the heart of these debates. First, officials disagreed about the agency that should have rightful authority over reservation forests. Indian Agency officials believed that tribal forests fell under their jurisdiction because of their location within reservation boundaries, while the US Forest Service argued it had superior capacity to manage forest resources, and thus should manage Indian forests. Second, officials debated management objectives: should foresters prioritize maximizing yield from existing stands, thereby facilitating widespread conversion to farmsteads, as Indian Agency foresters advocated? Or should they implement scientific forestry in order to promote desired forest conditions, as the US Forest Service preferred?

Joseph R. Farr, who began his career as a logger and eventually became general superintendent of logging operations at the Indian Agency in 1899, argued that accelerating harvests should be the top priority on reservation lands. Farr believed that by rapidly harvesting reservation timber, the Indian Agency would be able to fulfill its fiduciary responsibility. Indians would benefit by minimizing timber waste and employment in sawmills and logging camps. Well-managed timber operations would provide income, which could then finance the transformation of forest stands into farmsteads.

Gifford Pinchot, the first chief of the US Forest Service, countered that scientific, conservation-oriented forestry should be adopted on reservation lands, thus promoting future forests. Pinchot argued that the Indian Agency should employ trained foresters from the US Forest Service to manage reservation forests, rather than focus on logging alone. Indian Office employees, who typically developed their know-how through logging, rather than a formal forestry education, made poor foresters for tribal lands, Pinchot insisted. In 1908, Commissioner of Indian Affairs Francis E. Leupp and Chief Forester Pinchot worked out a cooperative agreement between the Indian Office and the US Forest Service. Trained Forest Service employees would supervise forestry operations on the reservations, which corresponded with President Theodore Roosevelt's goal to achieve better coordination between federal agencies. The Indian Agency would thus relinquish its autonomy over tribal forests and support Forest Service decisions, such as the resources that should be allocated to prevent fires and construct and maintain sawmills.

In 1909, just a few months after Leupp and Pinchot brokered the inter-agency cooperative agreement, the arrangement fell apart. Disagreements over interpretation of federal laws such as the Dead and Down Act of 1889, agency autonomy, and management priorities led to the rupture. After the
prospect of interagency collaboration had dissolved, Congress authorized one hundred thousand dollars to fund a Forestry Division within the Indian Service (Act of March 3, 1909, 35 Stat. 781–783). This legislation established the Forestry Division of the Indian Service, thereby creating a formal structure to manage Indian forests, and it affirmed the authority of the Indian Service, rather than the Forest Service, to manage tribal timber resources.

Forestry Branch of Indian Agency Adopts Some Practices Consistent with Scientific Forestry

Despite the breakdown of the joint Indian Agency-Forest Service agreement, the newly established forest branch of the Indian Agency implemented some practices that were consistent with Pinchot’s scientific forestry ideals. For example, the agency instituted a practice known as seed tree retention on some sites. Foresters reserved a few mature, seed-bearing trees of a desired timber type from harvest, hoping that seeds from these mature trees would lead to natural reforestation. The Morris Act of 1902 directed Indian Agency loggers to retain 5 percent of standing volume as seed trees in order to promote reforestation on Ojibwe reservations in Minnesota; a 1908 expansion of the Morris Act directed loggers to retain 10 percent of volume. Likewise at Bad River and Lac du Flambeau, Indian Agency loggers occasionally applied seed tree retention to the valuable white pine stands.

The Office of Indian Affairs also implemented harvest policies to minimize logging waste, thereby promoting timber conservation and scientific management. Loggers were instructed to cut trees low to the ground rather than waste the volume of the trunk bottom, a practice that scale inspectors monitored and reported to the La Pointe agent and the commissioner of Indian Affairs. Finally, in an effort to reduce loss from wildfire, loggers were required to burn piles of harvest slash in a controlled fashion.

Cooperation with Wisconsin State Forester E. M. Griffith demonstrates another aspect of the Indian Agency’s effort to adopt scientific forestry ideals. The agency initially interacted with Griffith to confer over management of selected reservation land that was potentially subject to inclusion in the newly created Wisconsin state forest reserve, in keeping with 1905 Wisconsin legislation. Yet the agency officials communicated about topics far beyond the forest reserve question. Officials asked Griffith to review timber contracts and help craft logging practices. In 1908, for example, La Pointe Indian Agent S. W. Campbell urged the commissioner of Indian Affairs to defer to Griffith regarding Lac du Flambeau stands: “I would respectfully request that some rules and regulations governing the cutting of pulpwood . . . be formulated and approved by you and the State Forester. This cutting should be done under the supervision of the State Forester.” Through this interaction, the agency strove to adopt more scientific, professional forestry practices on the reservations.

Although the agency adopted some aspects of scientific forestry, stark differences between policies of the Office of Indian Affairs and the US Forest Service remained. US Forest Service silviculturists aimed to convert old-growth forests into managed stands by using silvicultural practices to supply
future timber needs. In contrast, the Indian Agency aimed to maximize the yield of existing stands, rather than managing future forests. The relatively small reservation stands, which stood out like postage stamps amidst a cutover landscape, and the complicated pattern of ownership, in which allotted and unallotted parcels neighbored one another, stymied implementation of the kind of scientific forestry that Forest Service leaders like Pinchot and Bernard Fernow envisioned. Thus, although the Indian Agency shared some ideals in common with the Forest Service, the two agencies implemented forest practices in quite different ways.

BAD RIVER FOREST HARVEST: THE STEARNS LUMBER COMPANY ERA (1894–1922)

The Senate Select Committee’s findings of its 1888 to 1889 investigation of Chippewa allotments and timber contracts (S. Rep. 2710) led the commissioner of Indian Affairs to halt logging on the La Pointe reservations temporarily while reforms were being developed. In 1893, these reforms became part of the La Pointe Plan, which was intended to address the Senate investigators’ concerns. The plan created a structure of direct, centralized oversight by the commissioner of Indian Affairs. This supervisory structure aimed to bring about alignment between Congress’ vision of forest management and actual harvest practices on the reservations, yet the new structure soon created problems of its own.

The La Pointe Plan stipulated that all timber contracts would require approval from the commissioner of Indian Affairs. Clear-cuts would be allowed only if the tribal landholder would benefit. Contractors would be required to pay tribal landholders outright for the stumpage, rather than impose the risk of timber loss due to fire or other natural disturbance. Contractors would be allowed to hire non-Indian labor only if they could demonstrate the impossibility of finding suitable tribal members. Most important, the plan stipulated that a single contractor would harvest each reservation (with minor exceptions, for example, of a specified species, such as cedar). Through a competitive bidding process, one company would be awarded a long-term, monopoly contract to harvest the timber of an entire reservation, subject to supervision by the Indian agent and the commissioner of Indian Affairs.

The 1893 La Pointe Plan paved the way for the Stearns Lumber Company to clear nearly all the marketable stands of timber from the Bad River Reservation (fig. 2). J. S. Stearns, one of Michigan’s most powerful lumbermen and briefly the Michigan secretary of state (1899–1900), won the Bad River contract after the company’s 1894 incorporation. This contract conferred the right to harvest white pine, the most valuable timber species, as well as other marketable coniferous species, including red pine, hemlock (*Tsuga canadensis*), spruce (*Picea glauca*), tamarack (*Larix laricina*), balsam fir (*Abies balsamea*), and cedar (*Thuja occidentalis*), and deciduous species, including basswood (*Tilia americana*), elm (*Ulmus americana*), ash (*Fraxinus nigra*), maple (*Acer saccharum*), birch (*Betula papyrifera*), oak (*Quercus alba*), and aspen ("poplar" [*Populus tremuloides*]).
Loggers cleared the Bad River primary forest stands during a twenty-eight-year period (1894–1922), harvesting 1.25 to 1.5 bbf of lumber (figs. 3 and 4). The Stearns Lumber Company cut and processed the vast majority of the reservation timber. Clear-cutting was the primary harvest method. After the harvests, remnant patches remained on inaccessible steep slopes or river valley bottoms.

Harvest Irregularities Persist, Despite La Pointe Plan Objectives

In 1889, five years after Stearns began logging Bad River stands, a group of seven chiefs and headmen petitioned the secretary of the interior to address irregularities, an early indication of the ongoing contest for control over timber resources between the tribe and Indian agents that persisted into the 1920s. The chiefs complained of abuses in which pine timber was "squandered and wasted." Despite band efforts to understand and address the situation, Indian Agent Scott refused to provide information, thus obstructing tribal control over their property.
FIGURE 3. Left: Timber harvest at Bad River by Stearns Lumber Company. Words at bottom of photo state that this sled carries 263 logs, which would yield 18,910 feet of lumber. Source: Washburn Area Historical Society Archives.

Although the contract for Bad River timber was ostensibly awarded to a corporation, the company was a corporation in name only; in reality, one person controlled the company. Of the company’s 1,500 shares, J. S. Stearns owned 1,498 shares. Stearns’ stake in the company was worth $149,800; the two other shareholders, Howard M. Carter and Ira C. Wood, each held a one hundred dollar share. Stearns borrowed and put up the fifty thousand dollar bond, “guaranteeing the faithful performance of certain timber contracts between said Justus S. Stearns and allottees of the Bad River Indian Reservation.” The ownership structure of the company suggests the importance of individual personalities in the elements of timber contracts, such as stumpage prices. Rather than developing business decisions through a corporate board of directors, J. S. Stearns had nearly absolute authority over the Stearns Lumber Company.

S. W. Campbell, a Civil War veteran of Scotch ancestry, became La Pointe agent in 1898. Campbell soon became notorious among tribal members for excluding Indian involvement from harvest oversight. Rather than depositing stumpage payments directly into tribal members’ accounts, Campbell ordered that funds be “turned over to him.” Campbell then oversaw the accounts, acting as an intermediary for withdrawals. When a Bad River member sold timber, he or she could take no more than 5 percent of the sale as cash and was obliged to deposit the rest into a bank account. During Campbell’s tenure, withdrawals could not exceed ten to fifteen dollars per month, in contrast to the limit enforced by his predecessor, Indian Agent Scott, of twenty-five to thirty dollars. Campbell required that any request for cash that exceeded twenty-five dollars be related to farmstead development, stating that he intended “to compel more of the Indians to seek work in the mills and lumber yards.”

Antipathy between Bad River Band members and Campbell deepened in response to distrust over the management of tribal bank accounts. Campbell argued that if Indians had unrestricted ability to manage their personal bank accounts, the stumpage payments would be quickly depleted with little lasting benefit to the tribe. He claimed to be protecting tribal members from being swindled by unscrupulous whites. Band members protested, arguing that Campbell failed to respect Indian autonomy. For example, Bad River member John Doherty hired an Ashland law firm to argue that Campbell’s control over tribal accounts unfairly restricted access to personal property. Doherty’s lawyers argued, “if Doherty ... desires to purchase even a suit of clothes, he must purchase it on time, and live and pay for the same out of his ten dollars a month.”

Campbell soon had control over more than two million dollars in tribal accounts, and evidence shows that rather than protecting tribal members from being swindled by whites, he did the cheating himself. Doherty’s lawyers testified that Campbell abused his power, failing to deposit funds owed to their client. More than a decade later, the US Department of the Treasury detailed Campbell’s corruption, finding that in 1912, “checks for approximately $33,327.95 of the $54,771.01 credited as properly disbursed, were not delivered to the Indians entitled, but that the proceeds went into
the Northern National Bank to the credit of S. W. Campbell." The investigation also found evidence of collusion between Campbell and Stearns: "A large number of checks appear to have been endorsed by the payees and passed on to the J.S. Stearns Lumber Co. . . . The question of consideration naturally arises, which also requires explanation."53

Rapid Liquidation of Bad River Stands: Causes and Consequences

Indian Agent Campbell's association with Stearns dramatically expanded the company's harvest capacity. The Indian Agency supported Stearns from its most senior level in Washington, D.C., to its scalers on the ground. In 1907, Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs C. F. Larrabee wrote to the La Pointe agent: "From and after this date all timber contracts covering timber on allotted lands within the Bad River reservation, Wisconsin, should be made in favor of the J.S. Stearns Lumber Company and properly signed by the company, by its President, which signature should be attested by the Secretary."54 Scalers, forest guards, and cruisers worked in coordination with the logging superintendent to set up and then review logging operations on the ground.55 This institutional structure, comprised of a hierarchical cadre linking the US Indian Agency and the Stearns Corporation, enabled a fast-paced liquidation of the Bad River Reservation forest stands.

The rate of forest harvest at Bad River soon exceeded that of neighboring off-reservation sites, as the town of Drummond, Wisconsin, demonstrates. In Drummond the Rust-Owen Lumber Company harvested a comparable amount of pine from an area similar in size to Bad River (1.2 bbf from 80,000 acres at Drummond, compared to 1.25–1.5 bbf from 75,000 acres logged on the reservation).56 Yet the Rust-Owen operation lasted two decades longer than Stearns Lumber Company. Whereas Stearns carried out logging at Bad River for twenty-eight years (1894–1922), Rust-Owen operated for forty-eight years (1882–1930), indicating a more regulated rate of harvest. Rust-Owen employed only about one-third as many employees as the Stearns Lumber Company, but mill jobs lasted twenty years longer.57

The rate of forest harvest was faster on-reservation than off-reservation for several reasons. First, Stearns had the administrative and technical support of the Indian Agency, from the ground level to the most senior level. In contrast, off-reservation companies had to carry out the logistics of logging an 80,000-acre area without the administrative and technical support of the federal government. Second, agency officials believed they had a good rationale to clear the reservation. Consistent with the US trust responsibility, agency officials believed that forest clearance would ultimately benefit tribal members because it would provide employment and prepare allotments for farmsteads.

Indian allottees also hastened the pace of forest clearance, as tribal members responded to pressures that emerged from the upheaval of the traditional economy. Allottees could derive income from their lands only after allowing them to be harvested. The Ojibwe could no longer rely on hunting, fishing, and gathering to provide subsistence, now that their activities were largely restricted to reservations, despite the negotiated treaty rights. In 1910, Shell Lake County
Judge L. H. Mead documented the poverty that characterized many Ojibwe in the wake of homeland loss, white settlement, and conversion of native ecosystems to agricultural systems. He observed, “You understand, there is nothing here for the Indians, as there was when I came here twenty-seven years ago. Practically all the blueberry fields are fenced in, the cranberry marshes are owned by other people, and a great many of the cranberry marshes are turned to use for hay meadows. The fishing that they had then has been taken charge of by the sporting element from the cities; and deer, duck, and game has been driven farther west and north.” Even when jobs were available, racism meant that Indians had less opportunity than whites. Judge Mead commented, “These Indian boys could not go to one of our farmers, generally speaking, and get work as quick as a white man could.”

Loss of access to traditional means of subsistence and the limited employment opportunities made timber harvests the only alternative to starvation. For example, a woman named Andakwe, also known as Mrs. Corrie Albert, a Lac du Flambeau tribal member, wrote to the commissioner of Indian Affairs urging him to allow her to log her allotment: “[I] would like to have it cut so as to get the money to buy Mr. [Albert] a home. . . . I need the money bad. I have informed the company several times but haven’t got no satisfaction [sic] reply.” Nevertheless, tribal members resisted liquidating culturally important species. On the Lac du Flambeau Reservation, allottees attempted to reserve sugar maple stands, commonly known as sugar bushes, and paper birch from harvest. The Indian Agency foresters denied their requests, assuming that maple and birch were not valuable timber trees for future stands.

The Stearns Lumber Company also used the threat of fire to push for rapid logging. Most foresters of the era believed that salvage operations after a fire would help reduce insect damage to the trees that had been killed but not burned, as well as to the surrounding stands. Lumberman E. M. Hamilton observed, “Before I came to [the Bad River] Agency, there were seventy million feet lost to the Indian[s] because burned timber was not [taken] care of at the time it was burned and killed, but was left on the ground and worms got into it and it was never cut.” In the fall of 1908, fires consumed an estimated 500 mmbf at Bad River. The Stearns Lumber Company conducted a salvage operation so large that the volume exceeded the processing capacity of the Odanah mill, thus prompting company officials to petition the commissioner of Indian Affairs to process some of the timber off-reservation. When asked to justify the increased rate of harvesting and milling, company President L. K. Baker said, “we had only one motive in cutting this timber and that was to save it.” As a consequence of the “excessive amount of lumber put on the market,” lumber prices between 1909 and early 1912 were “the poorest known for a long time,” according to Baker.

Forest fires opened the unallotted part of Indian reservations to salvage harvest, which were otherwise illegal to log, according to the Act of June 4, 1888. Besides expanding a lumber company’s access to stumpage, higher profits and lower prices also increased interest in salvage operations. Stumpage rates were much reduced on sites exposed to fire. Discounts could range from 12.5 percent for white pine to 75 percent for balsam fir.
Salvage harvests presented numerous opportunities for abuse, as tribal members soon learned. The more forest that Stearns could claim was fire damaged, the more cheaply they could log it. The lumber company manipulated salvage discounts by adding live trees to salvage sales, despite strenuous protests from band chiefs and other members. During 1911 and 1912, three Bad River members, Henry Condecon, Simon Denomie, and Joseph Current, hired Washington, D.C., attorney Z. Lewis Dalby to represent them in a case against Stearns over salvage logging abuses. The tribal members alleged that Stearns had violated contracts by adding green trees and entire healthy stands to the salvage units.66

At first, Stearns denied guilt yet offered to pay a “gratuity” of one thousand dollars to the tribe. Before considering this offer, the Indian Office investigated whether Stearns had logged live trees. Stearns argued that “practically all of the timber on Tribal lands we have cut are fire killed,” but agency forester A. P. Chittenden estimated that “at least 30% . . . was probably green at the time of cutting, but most . . . would have died within a year or two.” Commissioner of Indian Affairs R. G. Valentine sided with the foresters’ appraisal that patches of live trees had been subject to salvage harvest rates and recommended the settlement should be increased from one thousand to two thousand dollars.67

The tribal council rejected this offer as inadequate and directed their attorney to bypass the Indian Office and petition the secretary of the interior. In 1911, the lawyer representing the tribe wrote to the secretary of the interior that Campbell, “upon whose recommendation [the Indian Office] is apparently proposed to act, has no right to be heard at all in this matter, for his own interest is necessarily involved. . . . The mere existence of trespass is . . . evidence of dereliction on its own part.”68 The following June, Stearns settled with the tribe for $8,125.60, more than four times what Campbell had proposed. This case demonstrates the band’s persistence to protect the value of its timber resources. Three factors helped to bring about this victory for the tribe: their ability to hire a good attorney, unite the tribal council in opposition to an unfair settlement, and persuade the secretary of interior to intervene.

Emergence of a Timber-Dependent Economy at Bad River

The harvest and milling of timber functioned as the engine of the Bad River economy. Stumpage payments infused cash into tribal members’ bank accounts. These payments were nearly the sole source of reservation income. At Bad River, the harvested reservation timber was worth seven million dollars (in 1932), according to a court-ordered study by logging engineer William Heritage.69 Also, forest resources generated income through employment. Hundreds of Bad River Indians worked for the Stearns Lumber Company in its mill or as lumberjacks. During 1914 and 1915, the company employed five hundred tribal members and one thousand whites. These workers earned a total of $34,800, at wages of $1.15 to $4.00 per day.70 Finally, many tribal members generated income from the market spurred by the lumber
operations, either by renting out livestock teams to the Stearns Company or by selling the produce of their farms to white logging crews.\textsuperscript{71}

Although forest harvests promoted Indian interaction with whites, it fell short of the agency's vision of serving as an engine for tribal development. Employment opportunities, in the logging camps and in the mills, drew whites to the reservation. Although Stearns' 1893 contract stipulated prioritizing Indian employment, Stearns largely employed nontribal members: during 1914 and 1915, whites who worked in the mill outnumbered Indians by a factor of two to one.

Like many timber-dependent communities, Stearns ran a company store that controlled much of the town's economy.\textsuperscript{72} Paychecks as well as stumpage payments cycled back into the Stearns Company Store. The company store benefited from its monopoly position, leaving Indian customers little choice but to pay inflated prices, as occurred in other company towns, according to tribal interviews and a recent Bad River study.\textsuperscript{73} Indian workers were paid in coupons, which were redeemable only at the Stearns Company Store, whereas white workers were paid in cash. The dollar value for these coupons was a fraction of their face value, and a dollar bought only half as much merchandise at the Stearns establishment than in Ashland.\textsuperscript{74} In 1909, the US Senate Committee on Indian Affairs investigated the Indian agent who set up timber deals with Stearns for collusion with the company, yet the practices continued. In 1912, one tribal member wrote in the reservation newspaper, the \textit{Odanah Star}: "It seems to one as though the Indian Department at Washington D.C. is being operated not for the benefit of the Indian on this reservation, but for the express purpose of this octopus, this great timber and money grabbing monster, this 'sapper' of the Indian's vitality."\textsuperscript{75} Although tribal council members voted to discontinue the store, the Indian agent continued to back the store, and it remained open.\textsuperscript{76}

The Bad River Reservation economy was dependent on timber harvests from the outset, and this dependence deepened through the lumber era. Because annuity payments were finite, timber revenue grew increasingly important to the Bad River economy. As early as 1888, the Indian agent cautioned that if stumpage payments ever ceased, the Bad River Band would face great hardship.\textsuperscript{77} A 1913 article in the \textit{Odanah Star} urged the community to prepare for the end of the timber operations. "It will be but a matter of a few short years... when the long whistle will blow... and thus chronicle the passing of all the lumbering industries in this section," cautioned newspaper editor Henry Ashmun.\textsuperscript{78} Less than a decade later, Ashmun's editorial would prove to be prescient.

By 1921, the Stearns operation in Odanah had grown to a capacity of 60 mbbf per year, but local sources of timber were depleted on the reservation.\textsuperscript{79} Once loggers finished clearing the marketable timber from the reservation, Stearns claimed that they would keep the mill going by transporting logs from Michigan, Stearns' native state, for processing.

Before the proposed stumpage source changed, however, workers at the Odanah mill staged a strike. The 1921 strike against the labor conditions at the Stearns mill offers a rare glimpse into Ojibwe dissent during the
logging era and taps into the labor movement in the upper Midwest. Tribal members faced great pressures to accept the wage and labor conditions that the contractor offered to them. Other than stumpage payments, a job in the Stearns operation was nearly the only way to generate income on the reservation. That Indian laborers embraced a strike indicates that working conditions were grim, as other accounts attest.\(^\text{80}\)

The Bad River strike against Stearns has parallels with labor events in other parts of the Midwest. In the northern Minnesota Iron Range, iron miners struck in 1916, protesting unsafe working conditions, and a year later, a strike led by the Industrial Workers of the World, sometimes referred to as the Wobblies, paralyzed the region.\(^\text{81}\) Common bonds of ethnicity drew together the Finnish laborers of the Iron Range, just as ethnicity likely united Bad River Band members.

In contrast to neighboring white communities, the Ojibwe confronted a unique combination of financial and institutional impediments to organizing their dissent into a strike. They relied on the Indian Service to carry out a wide range of personal, basic needs: managing tribal members’ bank accounts—into which stumpage payments were deposited, promoting communication of technical assistance through the government farmer, and even legitimizing the land allotments on which they lived. Because Stearns Lumber Company was tightly enmeshed with the Indian Agency, staging a strike meant not only a statement of resistance against the forest contractor but also against the agency, a risky move in view of the dependence on the agency. Thus, the workers’ decision to strike suggests that labor conditions were bleak, and yet when conditions degenerated enough, the Ojibwe could organize and resist.

In response to the strike, Stearns abruptly closed operations at Bad River in late 1921 and moved their processing mill to the Michigan Upper Peninsula. The closure devastated the Bad River economy. Hundreds of tribal members lost their jobs and stumpage payments ceased. Families that had eked out a precarious subsistence during the lumber era fell into poverty. Whites who had worked in the lumber camps and mills also lost their jobs and moved out of Odanah, and an economy based on the forest industry ground to a halt.

**CONCLUSION**

Indian Agency officials and foresters of the logging era intended the harvest of reservation timber to occur in a regulated, systematic way, guided by scientific forestry principles, unlike off-reservation sites in the Lake States, where logging companies left behind devastation as they moved to the next lumber frontier. Congress believed that forests on Indian reservations in the La Pointe Agency could be harvested and managed so as to foster landscape change and, in turn, cultural change. Primary forest stands would finance farmstead development through stumpage receipts. Indians would thus adopt the culture of the yeoman farmer.

To achieve this vision, Congress developed the Indian Agency Forestry Division—a new branch in the agency. Congress passed legislation and authorized funding to develop the young division’s institutional capacities. The
agency developed a hierarchical, regulatory structure to liquidate reservation forests as efficiently as possible. Like the US Forest Service, the Indian Agency was staffed by a cadre of specialists, ranging from timber cruisers, to the Indian agent, to the commissioner of Indian Affairs.

In his 1943 retrospective report, Great Lakes Agency Superintendent J. C. Cavill described the reservation forest history to Commissioner of Indian Affairs Walter Woehlke: “To summarize, the clear cutting of the [Bad River] reservation was done primarily to secure the highest possible returns in money . . . for the allottee, and to reduce the forest cover . . . so that clearing the land for farming would be cut to the minimum.” This statement, written two decades after the cessation of primary forest harvest at Bad River, reveals two important assumptions: first, that timber harvest should financially benefit Indian allottees, and second, that harvests would transform the Bad River culture and economy from one centered on the forest environment to one based on agriculture.

The cultural and landscape transformations that the Indian Agency and Congress anticipated failed to develop, however. Policies aimed to reorganize the reservation into a coherent patchwork of farmstead allotments instead left behind abandoned stump lands, an impoverished community, and a land base fragmented among tribal and nontribal owners, which stymied efforts to coordinate resource management.

Environmental historians have observed similar stories of unforeseen consequences in the US Forest Service during the early twentieth century and again during the post–World War II era. Like the Forest Service, the Indian Agency aimed to transform a landscape to conform to officials’ visions of an ideal, which required the removal of primary forests. Unlike the Forest Service, however, the Indian Agency simultaneously aimed to carry out a yet more complicated transformation: it aimed to change a culture. The agency assumed that with enough cultural and economic pressure, technical assistance, and encouragement, Indians administered by the La Pointe Agency would set aside their woodland culture and adopt yeoman farming.

Four factors help to explain why the actual consequences of reservation forest harvests differed so starkly from the Indian Agency vision. First, the agency confronted both economic and environmental pressures to liquidate stands. The land cessions of the Ojibwe treaties, in combination with the collapse of the fur-exchange economy, left the Ojibwe economy in chaos. The treaties altered Ojibwe usufruct rights to territory, despite the treaty rights that the tribe had negotiated. Thus, the viability of securing subsistence and an economy through hunting and gathering gradually disappeared. Indians, as well as Indian Office officials and foresters, turned to timber in order to fill the economic vacuum. Whether agents were motivated by a sincere intent to address tribal members’ real circumstances of hunger and poverty or by unscrupulous self-interest, Indian agents shared the belief that forest stands could fill a void in the reservation economy. Impoverished Indian allottees also pressed to secure the sorely needed cash. Environmental conditions functioned as a different sort of pressure: the threat of fire motivated the commissioner of Indian Affairs, Indian agents, timber contractors, and tribal members to press for salvage operations and rapid forest liquidation.
Second, senior administrators in the Office of Indian Affairs often lacked the ability to supervise Indian agents adequately, due to the geographic distance between Washington, D.C., headquarters, the La Pointe Agency, and reservations. Working from their reservation posts, Indian agents did submit reports for administrative review and request guidance in procedural questions. Yet the distance between Washington, D.C., and the Great Lakes permitted a great deal of agent autonomy. Some agents, such as Durfee, capitalized on the institutional freedom to develop practices that corresponded with local conditions, but other agents, such as Gregory and Campbell, exploited their situations for personal gain. When unscrupulous agents were in charge, tribal forests were depleted and members suffered.

Third, after the La Pointe Plan of 1893, the Indian agents and forest contractors secured disproportionate influence over harvest practices and revenues, thus promoting rapid forest liquidation. The establishment of a single contractor system fostered close relationships between the local Indian agent and timber contractor. Frequent accusations of corruption and graft demonstrate the institutional weaknesses of the arrangement. Ironically, this plan had been intended to protect reservation forests from the depredations seen under Gregory's tenure. Finally, the Indian Agency believed it could and should transform a culture of woodland dwellers into farmers.

After the contractor liquidated the forests and pulled out of the region, the timber-based economy collapsed. The Indian Agency got exactly the opposite of what it intended: a farming economy foundered on the reservation, and an economically viable forestry industry failed to develop until the emergence of a pulpwood industry in the 1950s, as Steen-Adams and colleagues argue elsewhere.85 Tribal natural-resource agencies must still contend with the ecological consequences of the era.
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